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Remington

Typewriter Furniture

OUR Remington Typewriter Furniture is the result of long study and

experience in the manufacture of a line of goods especially adapted

for use in connection with the writing machine. Our experience has

enabled us to evolve a perfect design for this purpose, and one which is at

the same time well adapted for all other ordinary uses.

THE furniture described in the following pages is unexcelled for

strength and simple elegance of design, durability of construction

and richness of finish. Nothing is used but carefully selected

lumber of the very best grade, thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried. Every

part is carefully cut and put together by workmen of the highest skill*
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ALL of our drop cabinets have a heavy projecting base, built-up writing bed,

lid, machine platform and slides. Raised panels only are used. The

drawers, both in the pedestal and pigeonhole cases, are made entirely of

hardwood, and are well fitted, to insure smooth, even working. The pedestal

drawers are dovetailed at both ends, and a permanent partition, dovetailed in

every drawer, prevents the sides from bowing. Every cabinet has a double

drawer in the right pedestal, partitioned for large books. For convenience in

stenographic dictation, the cabinets are fitted with substantial slides above the

drawers.

The mechanical construction ot the machine drop in our cabinets is of the

simplest. The typewriter is so perfectly counterpoised in our new drop device,

without the use of ropes or weights, that even a child can easily raise or lower

the machine. There is absolutely no machinery to wear out or get out of order.
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To bring the typewriter into use, it is only necessary to lift the lid on the

center of the desk, and push it backwards as it rises, until the machine comes into

writing position. When not in use, the typewriter remains in the well in the

center of the desk, out of sight and out of the way, protected from dust and

injury, and where it can, if necessary, be securely locked.

Our Grade A furniture, except where otherwise specified, is supplied regularly

in golden oak. Prices on Grade A Drop Cabinets in other woods will be

furnished on special request.

All the cabinets are handsomely polished. Only the finest finishing

materials are employed.

Remington Typewriter Company

327 Broadway, New York
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Roll-Top Typewriter Drop Cabinet

This handsome cabinet makes a fine addition to any richly furnished office

or library. It is strongly built, with raised panels, heavy projecting base, heavy

curved arms, and writing bed and desk top of double thickness.

Pigeonholes, containing polished wooden drawers, are fitted with sliding

document boxes, thus keeping the papers they contain free from dust. Each

document box has a brass title plate. Particular attention is given to the style

and convenience of arrangement, both of the pigeonhole work and the pedestal

drawers. The pedestal drawers lock automatically when the top of the desk

is closed.

These cabinets are richly finished with carved drawer pulls, and are highly

polished.

Dimensions : Width, 50 inches ; depth, 32 inches ; height, 50 inches

Price, in golden oak, ^45.00

Weight, as packed for domestic shipment, 305 lbs. ; boxed for export, 530 lbs., and measures 63 cubic feet

A special size is supplied to order for the eighteen-inch carriage. Model 8 Remington. Height and depth

same as regular sizes ; width, 5 inches greater

Price, in golden oak, ^50.00
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Roll-Top Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Desk open. Typewriter ready for use
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Roll-Top Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Machine dropped down. Cabinet ready for use as a desk.
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Roll-Top Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Machine and desk closed and locked
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Eight-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet
The Eight-Drawer Drop Cabinet is exactly like the base of the Roll-Top Cabinet in construction,

arrangement, and finish.

Machine ready for use

Dimensions : Width, 50 inches ; depth, 32 inches ; height, 30 inches. Price, in golden oak, $30.00

Weight, as packed for domestic shipment, 240 lbs. Boxed for export, 370 lbs.

and measures 39 cubic feet
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Eight-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Machine down. Ready for use as a desk

Drawers on each side lock automatically from top drawer

A special size is supplied to order for the eighteen-inch carriage, Model 8 Remington

Height and depth same as regular sizes ; width, 5 inches greater

Price, in golden oak, ^35.00
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Four-Drawer Ivpewriter Drop Cabinet

Has pedestal containing

four drawers on riglit-hand

side only. Otherwise is same

as Eight-Drawer Drop Cabi-

net in construction, arrange-

ment, and finish.

Dimensions :

Width, 37 inches; depth, 32

inches ; height, 30 inches

Price,

in golden oak,

^25.00

Machine ready tor use

Weight, as packed for domestic shipment, 170 lbs. Boxed for export, 290 lbs., and measures 3 i cubic feet
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Four-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet

A special size is supplied

to order tor the eighteen-inch

carriage. Model 8 Remington.

Height and depth same as

regular sizes ; width, 5 inches

greater.

Price,

in golden oak,

$30.00

Machine down. Readv tor use as a desk
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Eight-Drawer Desk

The Four and Eight Drawer Desks (Flat Top) commend themselves where a less expensive

desk than the Drop Cabinets is desired, or where economy of space is an object.

We carry this desk in stock in Antique Oak, They are substantially constructed, of neat

design, and well finished.

Dimensions: Width, 46 inches; depth, 22 inches; height, 26 inches. Price, $15.00

Weight, as packed for domestic shipment, 125 lbs. Boxed for export, 220 lbs., and measures

23 cubic feet
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Four-Drawer Desk
The Four-Drawer Desk is similar in construction and finish to the Eight-Drawer Desk, except

that it has drawers on one side only, and has a hinged leaf on the left-hand side, which can be

folded down against the pedestal. Made in Antique Oak.

Dimensions: Width, 35 inches with leaf down
; 46 inches with leaf up ; depth,

18 inches; height, 26 inches. Price, $10.00

Weight as packed for domestic shipment, 80 lbs. Boxed for export, 155 lbs., and measures

16 cubic feet
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Library Cabinet

This Cabinet has been made

to supply the demand for a piece

ot typewriter furniture especially

suited for library or house use.

The Cabinet is richly finished, and,

with the top closed, it has all the

appearance ot a regular drawing-

room writing desk. A slide in the

side ot the machine rest is provided

tor convenience in stenographic dic-

tation or writing from notes.

Desk open. Typewriter ready for use
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Library Cabinet

Made in Antique Oak only

Dimensions :

Width, 23 inches ; depth, 25

inches ; height, 43 inches

Price, ^25.00

'5 Desk closed
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Typewriter Table

A neat and substantial table, well finished. Made in Antique Oak. Suitable for use as a type-

writer table, or for general purposes. Has two drawers.

Dimensions : Width, 32 inches; depth, 18 inches ; height, 28 inches

Price, $5.00

Legs are hinged to frame so that they can be folded beneath body for shipment
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Remington

Typewriter Chairs

The new Remington Typewriter

Chairs, Models 22, 24, 30 and 32,

with spring backs, are unsurpassed foi

durability, elegance, and the ease and

comfort which they afford the opera-

tor.

Every feature in the construction

of these chairs has been worked out

with special reference to the require-

ments ot the user. The height of the

seat is regulated by a screw. In addi-

tion, the back can be adjusted for

backward and forward as well as up-

ward and downward positions. These

excellent features, and the exacting

care with which every detail of design

is worked out, make them the ideal

chairs for the operator's convenience

and comfort.

Model 2 2

Made with

upholstered leather

back and cane seat

Price, ^7.00
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Model 24

Made with cane

back and cane seat

Price, $7.00

Model 30

Made with

upholstered back and

wooden seat

Price, ^7.00
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The back of Model 3 2 is adjustable to

backward and forward

positions onlv

The four models of Typewriter

Chairs shown herewith are all made

from the best quarter - sawed oak.

They are neatly finished and finely

polished, and make a handsome ad-

dition to the equipment of any office.

'9
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Grade B

Our Grade B Furniture is manufactured to meet a demand for a line of

goods somewhat cheaper than the Grade A. Each mode.' cf the Grade B furni-

ture is a Httle smaller than the corresponding model of the Grade A, also

somewhat plainer in design and finish. The Grade B styles, however, like all

Remington Typewriter Furniture, show the highest excellence of material and

workmanship, and their strength and reliability in service have made them very

popular with a large class of users.

Grade B Furniture is made in Antique Oak only. Each model has raised

panels, heavy projecting base, drawers fitted with movable partitions and polish

finish.
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Roll-Top

Typewriter

Drop Cabinet

Dimensions :

Width, 50 inches; depth, 29

inches; height, 49 inches

Price, ^35.00

Weight as packed for do-

mestic shipment, 285 lbs.

Boxed for export, 490 lbs.,

and measures 61 cubic feet.

Desk open. Typewriter ready tor use
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Roll-Top Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Machine dropped down. Cabinet ready for use as a desk
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Eight-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet
The Eight-Drawer Drop Cabinet is exactly like the base of the Roll-Top Cabinet in construction,

arrangement and finish.

1

Machine ready for use

Dimensions
: Width, 50 inches

; depth, 29 inches ; height, 30 inches. Price, $25.00. Weight,
as packed for domestic shipment, 220 lbs. Boxed for export, 350 lbs., and measures 37 cubic feet
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Eight-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Machine down. Ready for use as a desk

Drawers on each side lock automatically from top drawer

2S
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Four-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet

1

Has pedestal containing four

drawers on right side only.

Otherwise same as Eight-
Drawer Drop Cabinet in gen-

eral construction and finish.

Dimensions :

Width, 3 7 inches; depth, 29

inches ; height, 30 inches

Price, ^20.00

Weight, as packed for

domestic shipment, 155 lbs.

Boxed for export, 270 lbs.,

and measures 29 cubic feet.

Machine ready tor use
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Four-Drawer Typewriter Drop Cabinet

Machine down. Ready lor use as a desk
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